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ABSTRACT Understanding the structure of messenger RNA (mRNA) lipid nanoparticles, and specifically the microenviron-
ment of the mRNA molecules within these entities, is fundamental to advancing their biomedical potential. Here, we show
that a permeating cationic dye, thionine, can serve as a cryogenic electron microscopy contrasting agent by binding selectively
to encapsulated mRNA without disturbing lipid nanoparticle morphology. Cryo-electron microscopy images identify the mRNA
location, revealing that mRNA may exist within solvent-filled cavities or may be substantially lipid associated.
SIGNIFICANCE The clinical utility of messenger RNA (mRNA) vaccines delivered in lipid nanoparticles has recently
been highlighted by their use in SARS-CoV-2 vaccines from Pfizer-BioNTech (BNT162b2) and Moderna (mRNA-1273).
The lipid nanoparticle is a complex entity in terms of structural and physical attributes that influence biological efficacy and
pharmaceutics. One of the most fundamental yet elusive questions has been the nature and location of the mRNA payload
inside the lipid nanoparticle. Elucidating this detail via direct experimental methods has been amajor objective in the field of
RNA delivery. Here, we show that a combination of dye-binding and cryo-electron microscopy pinpoints the mRNA
location, providing new insights into its encapsulation state and chemical microenvironment.
INTRODUCTION

There is considerable interest in using messenger RNA
(mRNA) for vaccine and therapeutic applications (1–4).
A major challenge with this concept is achieving efficient
delivery of mRNA into cells where it can affect expression
of the desired protein or, in the case of vaccines, a disease-
specific antigen protein. Lipid nanoparticles (LNPs) have
emerged as the most promising nonviral delivery vehicle
for exogenous mRNA (5,6). The LNP is a complex nano-
structured entity that serves to protect the delicate RNA
molecule from the harshly degrading nuclease environ-
ment in vivo while facilitating intracellular delivery. It
comprises several lipid components, including an ionizable
lipid that plays a central role in delivery efficacy (7–9).
Entrapment of RNA is achieved by combining RNA with
lipids at an acidic pH (10) at which the ionizable lipid is
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positively charged, thus ensuring a charge-driven interac-
tion with the negatively charged nucleic acid. After a
period of maturation, pH adjustment above the pKa of
the ionizable lipid results in a near-neutral surface charge
desirable for clinical administration (10). The incorpora-
tion of a pegylated lipid achieves a sterically stabilized
core shell nanoparticle. Thus, the internal and external mo-
lecular architectures are both implicated in influencing bio-
logical activity and pharmaceutics. Although it is clear that
the different lipids are not distributed uniformly
throughout the LNP, details of the assembly and internal
structure remain unsettled, especially in the case of
mRNA, for which various models have been proposed
and continue to be debated (11–16). In the case of LNPs
containing short interfering RNA (siRNA), small angle x-
ray scattering and cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM)
data have been interpreted as evidence of a multilamellar
structure in which the siRNA molecule is sandwiched be-
tween bilayer lipid assemblies (10,17). However, the situ-
ation is less clear when LNPs containing the much larger
mRNA molecule are also considered. Intriguingly,
mRNA-LNPs are known to form both spherical and highly
nonspherical morphologies (9,11,16,18,19), but the origins
and practical implications of these morphological variants
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FIGURE 1 Characterization of dye-bind-

ing and permeation. (a) Isothermal titration

calorimetry of thionine titrated into mRNA.

(Top) Raw data. (Bottom) Integrated heats

of each injection versus molar ratio of thio-

nine/nucleotide together with a fit using a

one-site binding model. (b) Optical signa-

tures of the thionine-mRNA binding inter-

action. Visible absorption spectra (top) of

thionine at 0.0255 mM recorded in the

absence of mRNA and in the presence of

mRNA at low (4) and high (160) nucleo-

tide/dye molar ratios (P/D). Corresponding

circular dichroism (CD) spectra (bottom)

show that at low P/D, the thionine absorp-

tion bands are resolved into negative and

positive CD bands with extrema at 565

and 628 nm, respectively, whereas at high

P/D, the induced CD is weak and character-

ized by a single positive band at 632 nm.

(c) Dye permeation kinetics corresponding

to mRNA-LNP added to a thionine solu-

tion. (Left) Scanning kinetics showing the

spectral change as a function of time with

scans taken at 2-min intervals. (Right)

Kinetic time course of 600 nm absorbance

together with a fit (red) to a first-order

process with a rate constant of k ¼
0.143 min�1. (d) Nanoparticle tracking anal-

ysis of mRNA-LNP in the presence and

absence of 0.5 mM thionine, showing small

or insignificant effects of thionine on parti-

cle size and charge. Data represent the

mean and error of 3 independent samples.

(Left) Size distribution. (Right) z potential

distribution.
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remain unclear. Molecular simulation studies (20) indicate
that the LNP structure may involve solvent pockets, and
experimental studies have shown nonspherical morphol-
ogies to be associated with segregation of the bilayer-form-
ing 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DSPC)
component, resulting in pronounced blebs (11). Despite
significant efforts to pinpoint the nucleic acid payload,
the precise location of mRNA molecules within LNPs
has not heretofore been unambiguously identified via
direct experimental methods.

One difficulty with the analysis of LNPs is that many bio-
physical techniques produce a globally averaged signal or
have limited selectivity for the RNA molecule within the
solid particle. Although cryo-EM is a powerful tool for visu-
alizing LNPs, the mass density contrast alone is not distinc-
tive enough to unambiguously resolve RNA from lipidic
components. To overcome these limitations, we explored
the concept of using an RNA-binding dye to stain LNPs in
a somewhat analogous manner to classical cell staining
with membrane-permeable dyes (21).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The binding of thionine, a cationic phenothiazinium dye, to an
mRNAwas characterized using isothermal titration calorim-
etry (Fig. 1 a). The binding isotherm exhibits a large
exothermic enthalpy that may be approximated with a
single-site model, yielding a stoichiometry of�0.7 dye mole-
cules per nucleotide. The binding interaction produces distinc-
tive changes in the thionine visible absorption spectrum that
are dependent on the RNA/dye ratio (Fig. 1 b). This direct
interaction of thioninewithmRNA is confirmedby circular di-
chroism (CD) induced in the thionine absorption bands attrib-
uted to intimate contact of the achiral dye with the chiral
mRNA molecule. Intercalation and electrostatic (outside)
Biophysical Journal 120, 2766–2770, July 20, 2021 2767



FIGURE 2 Visualizing free mRNA. Images show contrast

enhancement using thionine of a 4000 nucleotide mRNA mole-

cule. In the absence of dye (left), the resolution is comparable

to published examples (25), whereas in the presence of

0.1 mM thionine (right), extended strand and molecular branch-

ing is more clearly discernible.
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binding modes have been distinguished previously for pheno-
thiazinium dyes binding to DNA (22) and RNA (23). The op-
tical signatures of Fig. 1 b are consistent with the RNA/dye
ratio-dependent signatures of these binding modes reported
for transfer RNA (24). To characterize dye permeation into
the LNP, we added LNP to an excess of thionine solution
(Fig. 1 c). Scanning kinetics show spectral changes indicative
of electrostatic binding (Fig. 1 c), with two isosbestic points as
direct evidence of a two-state system comprising free and
bound dye at any wavelength. The spectral change follows
first-order kinetics, which we interpret as indicative of thio-
nine permeation into the LNP via passive diffusion. A nano-
particle tracking analysis (NTA) of LNPs in the presence
and absence of thionine indicates highly comparable particle
size and z potential distributions (Fig. 1 d). We infer from
the z potential result that thionine binding to themRNAwithin
theLNPdoes not perturb surface charge and likelyoccurs via a
counterion exchange process.
ated with the body of the LNP (green arrow), leaving the bleb cavity d

produced no notable contrast change (right), indicating that thionin
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The binding specificity of thionine for mRNA, together
with its ability to permeate the LNP, raised the possibility
of exploiting these properties for cryo-EM contrast enhance-
ment. A cryo-EM image of mRNA with thionine shows a
branched character consistent with the secondary structural
nature of large single-stranded RNA molecules (25),
whereas poorly resolved images were obtained under the
same imaging conditions in the absence of thionine
(Fig. 2). To examine the LNP structure, we selected a proto-
typical set of morphological variants for characterization in
the presence and absence of thionine (Fig. 3, a–c). These
images show that thionine enhanced the contrast of a spe-
cific region of the LNP, whereas the rest of the particle re-
mained unchanged. Taken together with the calorimetric
and spectroscopic data herein, these images provide strong
evidence of an RNA-specific contrast enhancement effect
of thionine. As a control, cryo-EM images of LNPs prepared
in the absence of mRNA showed no enhancement when
stained with thionine (Data S1). Furthermore, it is apparent
from the dye-stained image of the nonspherical LNP spec-
imen (Fig. 3 a) that mRNA resides inside the bleb compart-
ment and that the distinctive mottled mass density apparent
in the nondye image can now be assigned to mRNA. This
interpretation differs from that of Leung and co-workers
(11), who reported a strikingly similar cryo-EM image yet
assigned the mRNA location to the body of the particle ad-
joined to the solvent-filled bleb. To gain further evidence
that this distinctive mottled cryo-EM motif may be assigned
to mRNA, the LNP of Fig. 3 a was dialyzed overnight into
pH 5 buffer, causing a major change to its overall
morphology (Fig. 3 d). Now recognizing that the mottled
mass density inside the bleb corresponds to mRNA, it is
apparent that the pH 5 condition caused the mRNA to reas-
sociate with the lipidic body of the LNP, leaving the bleb
compartment empty. This observation aligns with the widely
accepted understanding of a charge-driven basis for LNP
FIGURE 3 Locating encapsulated mRNA in

LNPs by cryo-EM. The effect of thionine on

mRNA-LNPs of different morphologies re-

veals that lipid-dissociated mRNA may

reside in bleb compartments (a) or may be

more lipid-associated in spherical (b) or

less prominently blebbed particles (c). The

black arrow in (a) indicates the distinctive

mottled mass density of mRNA inside the

bleb cavity, which itself is distinguished by

a thick, dark periphery. The blue arrow indi-

cates the significant contrast enhancement

that occurs when thionine dye is present,

thereby identifying mRNA within the bleb.

(d) Charge-driven migration of mRNA from

the bleb into the body of the LNP. When

the mRNA-LNP sample of (a) (no dye) was

dialyzed into pH 5 buffer, the images of (d)

resulted. The mottled density is now associ-

evoid of mRNA (white arrow). Addition of thionine to this sample

e did not displace lipid.



FIGURE 4 LNP physical degradation pathways. (a) Effects of

physical stress on the LNP highlighted by dye. A dye-stained

mRNA-LNP sample was subjected to multiple freeze-thaws.

The resulting effects of this physical stress are evident,

revealing aggregation (right), liberated mRNA (blue arrow),

and the formation of liposomal structures containing mRNA

(red arrow). The black arrow indicates an LNP that appears

ready to burst. This image appears to capture a snapshot of

how physical degradation leads to loss of mRNA encapsulation.

(b) NTA size distribution profiles corresponding to the stressed

and unstressed sample. Mean values with error bars are plotted.

A cryo-EM image of the original unstressed LNP sample is pro-

vided as Data S2.
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assembly at low pH—evidently, adjustment to pH 5 has
caused the amino lipid to become positively charged,
thereby driving reassociation with the negatively charged
mRNA. Addition of thionine to the pH 5 sample caused
no discernable contrast enhancement (Fig. 3 d), indicating
that mRNA is complexed with charged lipid at this pH
and thionine does not displace it. It is now apparent that
mRNA may exist fully encapsulated within the spherical
particle (Fig. 3 b) or dissociated within a large bleb in the
highly nonspherical particle (Fig. 3 a) or, alternatively,
may be in an intermediate state (Fig. 3 c). The cryo-EM im-
ages also indicate that blebs may be empty or mRNA
loaded, but without the benefit of mRNA-specific contrast
enhancement, it has not previously been possible to recog-
nize these distinctions. Although blebs have been widely
referred to in the literature as structural defects, it is
apparent that varying degrees of particle nonsphericity can
also be viewed in the context of a continuum of states
involving differing degrees of mRNA-lipid association. It
has been well established that LNPs with a diversity of
morphological features can be generated through both
manipulation of rapid precipitation conditions and formula-
tion composition (10,15,26). LNP assembly models
described in the literature reflect the large number of de-
grees of freedom and complex interplay within this system.
These structural models are based on unilamellar, bilamel-
lar, multilamellar, and polymorphic or faceted lipid arrange-
ments combined in various ways with nanostructured and
homogeneous cores (9–11,13,15,20). Pinpointing the
mRNA within these structures should help provide further
insights into the applicability of these models.

We also examined a physically stressed LNP using the
dye-staining method (Fig. 4 a). These images show that
bleb dissociation can occur, resulting in a liposomal struc-
ture with dye-bound mRNA encapsulated within. The disso-
ciated bodies of the LNP are circular and exhibit a
distinctive cryo-EM appearance, presumably due to deple-
tion of the mRNA and DSPC components. It is also apparent
that physically stressed LNPs can associate to form larger
submicron particles and can undergo vesicle rupture. These
images thus provide a nanoscale snapshot of physical
degradation pathways of LNPs, identifying aggregation
and loss of encapsulation, which are phenomena relevant
to mRNA-LNP pharmaceutical development.
CONCLUSION

In summary, we report that thionine staining in conjunction
with cryo-EM selectively pinpoints lipid-dissociated mRNA
within LNPs, representing a ‘‘nanoscale Rosetta Stone’’ that
reveals new insights into LNP structure. Recognizing that
mRNA can dissociate from the charged lipid to reside within
a solvent-filled bleb compartment has direct implications for
the chemical microenvironment of the mRNA and confers a
new significance to this liposomal-likeLNP structural domain.
SUPPORTING MATERIAL

Supporting material can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.

2021.03.012.
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